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as guiding experimental design (Heiner et al., 1993 ; Cornish We show that the conformational freedom of the χ 1 dihedral et al., 1994) . Indeed, MD simulations were used to help in the has a noticeable effect on protein stability and that the design of the unnatural amino acids inserted into T4 lysozyme solvation of amino acid side chains is strongly influenced (Mendel et al., 1992) . Free energy calculations of protein by interactions with the peptide backbone.
stability have been conducted for a variety of substitutions. Keywords: free energy calculations/protein stability/T4 lysoFor example, Dang et al. (1989) investigated the role of zyme mutants hydrogen bonding with the mutation Thr→Val in T4 lysozyme. Tidor has studied electrostatic perturbations in both T4 lysozyme and the λ Cro protein (Tidor, Introduction 1994) and the hydrophobic mutation Ile→Ala in barnase has The use of site-directed mutagenesis in conjunction with Xbeen examined by Prevost et al. (1991) and more recently by ray crystallography and thermodynamic measurements has Sun et al. (1996) . been one of the most successful methods for examining the Despite this variety of work, difficulties such as adequate stability of proteins (Freire, 1993; Matthews,1993 Matthews, , 1996 . A conformational sampling, structural hysteresis and modeling classic example is the enzyme T4 lysozyme, one of the most the non-specific structure of the denatured state have led some studied proteins in the field of structural biology. A stunning to question the worthiness of such efforts . array of structural and thermodynamic data has been generated;
In addition, the practice of decomposing free energy changes there are over 150 crystal structures of mutants available in into individual contributions, i.e. vdW versus electrostatics the protein data bank (Matthews, 1995) . T4 lysozyme is a Boresch et al., 1994 ; Mark and van Gunsteren, single polypeptide chain of 164 residues which folds into 1994; Smith and van Gunsteren, 1994 ; Boresch and Karplus, two distinct domains and contains no disulfide bridges. The 1995), and certain free energy calculation methodologies have mutations studied have probed, for example, the hydrophobic been debated (Sun et al., 1996) . We thus felt that a thorough effect and packing in the protein interior (Eriksson, 1992, investigation of the techniques and difficulties presented by 1993; , helix-dipole interactions (Nicholprotein stability calculations would be valuable for methodson, 1991), hydrogen bonding (Blaber, 1993) and insertions ology development and the evaluation of what insights can be gathered from free energy calculations. within helices (Heinz, 1994) . would be required. Instead, the difference is calculated indirectly using the thermodynamic cycle:
In this figure, P and PЈ refer to two different protein sequences and the subscripts F and U refer to the folded and unfolded states, respectively. Since free energy is a state function, these free energy differences are related through the equation ∆∆G ϭ ∆G P,F→U -∆G PЈ,F→U ϭ ∆G F,P→PЈ -∆G U,P→PЈ (1) ∆G P,F→U and ∆G PЈ,F→U are measured experimentally while We present here free energy calculations of the unnatural ∆G F,P→PЈ and ∆G U,P→PЈ are calculated. ∆G F,P→PЈ was calculated amino acid mutations O-methyl serine (Mse)→norvaline (Nvl) using the X-ray crystallographic coordinates to model the and Nvl→Ala at site 133 in T4 lysozyme (Figure 1 ) (Mendel folded state while ∆G U,P→PЈ was determined using modelet al., 1992) . T4 lysozyme is an ideal candidate for theoretical built peptides in the extended conformation to model the study due to its relatively small size, abundance of structural denatured state. and thermodynamic data and general absence of significant structural rearrangement upon mutation. Both the L133F and Thermodynamic integration L133A crystal structures show slight backbone movement and Thermodynamic integration was used to calculate the difference no changes in side chain rotamer states (Karpusas et al., in free energies between two amino acid residues. A coupling 1989; Eriksson et al., 1992) . The mutation Mse→Nvl parameter λ is used in the Hamiltonian H(λ) to connect (∆G unfolding,expt ϭ ϩ1.56 kcal/mol) serves as a probe of desolthe two thermodynamic states, H(λϭ0) and H(λϭ1), which vation properties of the side chain with minimal changes represent the initial and final states, respectively. The free in packing in the folded protein. The mutation Nvl→Ala energy change between these two states is given by (∆G unfolding,expt ϭ -2.2 to -3.6 kcal/mol) has significant effects in the unfolded state because of the hydrophobic effect as well
(2) as in the folded state due to changes in packing. It does not result in a change in β-branching, which would introduce significant contributions from side chain-helix interactions. In where Ͻ ... Ͼλ represents the ensemble average of H(λ) (van Gunsteren and Weiner, 1989; . The transformaaddition, mutations through Ala provide a pathway for changing the conformation of the Mse and Nvl side chains.
tion from one state to the other, e.g. Mse to Nvl, is achieved by changing the force field parameters which describe the We have developed and tested force field parameters using the small molecules dimethyl ether (Dme) and propane (Prp) amino acid residue, with the in-between states being described by a hybrid force field. All intra-residue contributions to the to model the Mse→Nvl perturbation. All perturbations were tested for convergence behavior, and several perturbations free energy were included. The single topology method was used (Pearlman, 1994a; Sun et al., 1996) . Bond lengths to were conducted in the reverse direction to determine structural and thermodynamic hysteresis. Peptides of different length dummy atoms were not shrunk, but a bond-PMF correction was applied due to the changing bond lengths inherent in the were used as models of the denatured state to seek errors associated with the unfolded state calculations. Constraints single topology method (Pearlman and Kollman, 1991; Wang and Hermans, 1994) . Free energy components were determined were used on the protein backbone to assess the effect of structural relaxation on protein stability and the sensitivity of from the relative contribution of the various force field terms to the overall free energy change (Sun et al., 1996) . the results to the constraint set employed. Finally, computational techniques, as applied by Hermans et al. (Yun and Conformational sampling Hermans, 1991; Hermans et al., 1991 Hermans et al., , 1992 In order to enhance sampling of the χ 1 side chain dihedral of 1995), were used to enhance sampling of the mutated side Mse and Nvl, flat-bottom restraints were applied to keep χ 1 in chain rotamers. This work has produced consistent results one of its three preferred rotamers, gaucheϩ (gϩ), trans (t) which have given us greater understanding of the roles that and gauche-(g-) centered approximately at -60°(gϩ), 180°p acking, backbone rearrangement, side chain entropy and (t) and ϩ60°(g-). Conformational space was then explored solvation of side chains play in influencing protein stability.
by mutating to Ala and regrowing the side chain in a different While we do not suggest these calculations are straightforward rotameric state, e.g. or applicable in all systems, we show that free energy calculations can provide valuable insights which are difficult to gain Mse χ1ϭgϩ → Nvl χ1ϭgϩ → Ala → Nvl χ1ϭt → Mse χ1ϭt (3) experimentally.
In this manner the relative conformational free energies can be calculated. Sampling via use of a forcing potential was not Materials and methods employed since large barriers to rotation in the interior of a Calculating protein stability protein render such an approach less efficient. The flat-bottom restraints used were taken from the SANDER module of The difference in the stability of two protein sequences is not calculated directly since simulating the actual unfolding of a AMBER 4.0 (Pearlman et al., 1991) and implemented in the GIBBS routine, and have the form protein is not feasible due to the tremendous sampling that r Ͻ r 1 : eϭ2k 2 (r 1 -r 2 )(r -r 1 ) ϩ k 2 (r 1 -r 2 ) 2
eϭ2k 3 (r 4 -r 3 )(r -r 4 ) ϩ k 3 (r 4 -r 3 ) 2 where r is the torsion angle, r 1 , r 2 , r 3 and r 4 define the
(C ij /R ij 12 -D ij /R ij 10 ) placement of the restraints, and k 2 and k 3 are force constants. The restraints are applied so that r 2 and r 3 coincide with the barriers which define the rotamer. The restraint potential affects
The first three terms represent bonds, angles and dihedrals, the dynamics of the system only at the occasionally sampled respectively, while the last three terms describe non-bonded saddle-points and not the high probability, low energy regions interactions: van der Waals, electrostatics and hydrogen bondof dihedral space and thus does not affect equilibrium propering. Modifications to the force field included, for the perturbed ties, i.e. the configurational free energy (Hermans et al., 1992;  residues, the use of point charges fit to a 6-31G* basis set Hodel et al., 1993) .
potential with the RESP methodology (Bayly et al., 1993 ; The imposition of a conformational restraint does change Cornell et al., 1993) and vdW parameters derived from liquid the conformational free energy of the system. Thus, the free simulations in conjunction with ab initio calculations (Gough energy differences must be corrected for the altered distribution. Veenstra et al., 1992) . These methodologies for This correction consists of addition of the free energy cost of parameter development were those used in the development imposing the restraint at the beginning of the simulation and of the latest AMBER force field, but the final version of the subtraction of the cost of the restraint from the final state (Yun Cornell et al. (1995) force field was not utilized since it and Hermans, 1991; Hermans et al., 1991 Hermans et al., , 1992 had not been completed when calculations in this study 1995). The free energy cost of selecting a state j can be were initiated. calculated if the relative conformational free energies, ∆G i , of
Small molecules the other conformational states are known. The partition
The small molecules dimethyl ether (Dme) and propane (Prp) function for the restrained state j is q rst ϭ 1 and for the were studied as a model for the Mse→Nvl mutation. Atom unrestrained state is centered point charges for dimethyl ether and propane were
determined as described above (Figure 2 ). The vdW parameters for the ether oxygen were the same as those used for the sugar ring oxygen in DNA in the Weiner et al. (1986) force field The free energy for imposition of the restraint is then given by ( Table I ). The hydrogens in dimethyl ether have the same vdW ∆G r ϭ -kT ln[q rst /q unr ] (6) parameters as those in propane except r* has been reduced by If the selected state j is the lowest energy rotamer, the 0.1 Å due to the electron withdrawing effect of the nearby restraint free energy will tend to be small. Since the relative oxygen . conformational free energies of χ 1 have been determined from Amino acids the perturbation cycle through Ala (eqn 3), ∆G r can easily be
The electrostatic potentials for Nvl, Ala and Mse were calcucalculated. The overall free energy change for Mse→Nvl, for lated and charges fit with acetyl (Ace) and N-methyl acetyl example, using χ 1 ϭ gϩ as the reference state, is given by (Nme) blocking groups on the amino acid. The backbone ∆G Mse→Nvl, overall ϭ ∆G r,Mse,χ1ϭgϩ ϩ charges of Mse, Nvl and Ala were constrained to be equal ( Figure 2 ). The vdW parameters for the side chains were the ∆G Mse→Nvl, χ1ϭgϩ -∆G r,Nvl, χ1ϭgϩ (7) same as those used for dimethyl ether and propane (Table I) . It is thus necessary to calculate the relative free energies of Although the Weiner et al. (1986) force field contains paraall rotamers for each dihedral of interest. The χ 2 side chain meters for alanine, we felt it was important that the parameters dihedral was not sampled since doing so would require for all three perturbed side chains were derived in an analogous performing nine calculations for each mutation and initial manner. The parameters for the non-perturbed residues were results indicated that χ 2 ϭ t is generally the preferred rotamer.
taken directly from the Weiner et al. (1986) force field. The free energy change upon unfolding due to gain of Simulations conformational freedom about χ 1 upon 'moving' from the Simulations were carried out using the GIBBS and MINMD relatively restricted interior of the protein to the unfolded state modules of either the AMBER 4.0 (Pearlman et al., 1991) or (peptide) can be calculated since the partition functions for AMBER 4.1 (Pearlman et al., 1995) suite of molecular the unrestrained dihedrals are known for the unfolded state, mechanics programs. A time step of 2.0 fs was used and all q unr,unf , and the folded state, q unr,fold , from eqn 5. The free bonds were constrained via the SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert energy change is determined from et al., 1977) . The TIP3P water model was used (Jorgenson ∆G conf ϭ -kT ln[q unr,unf /q unr,fold ] ) et al., 1983) . Simulations were conducted at 300 K and periodic box simulations were carried out under NTP conditions. and is most likely entropic in origin, although the relative contribution cannot be determined in this formalism (Hermans Small molecules et al., 1992) .
The simulations of dimethyl ether and propane in solution Parameters were conducted in a periodic box of water which extended at least 9 Å from the solute, containing approximately 240 solvent A modified version of the Weiner et al. (1986) force field was used for all calculations. The potential function describing the molecules. All structures were minimized then equilibrated for 50 ps before beginning the perturbations. Simulations were interatomic interactions is given by on the initial and final structures of each perturbation for a Derived from liquid hydrocarbon studies (Sun et al., 1992) .
collection of structural data. Calculations in vacuo were b Obtained from Weiner et al. (1984) ribose ring oxygen; also uses 10-12 performed in a similar fashion.
H-bonding terms. c Derived from 6-31G* ab initio calculations .
Folded state
Coordinates for the folded state of native T4 lysozyme were obtained from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank, entry 3LZM (1.7 Å, pH 5.3) (Weaver and Matthews, 1987) . The N-terminal conducted for varying lengths of time to test for convergence.
domain consists of one α-helix and a four stranded antiparallel Analogous calculations were conducted in vacuo.
β-sheet, and is connected via a 21 residue α-helix to the CUnfolded state terminal domain, which is essentially all helical and contains a four-helix bundle ( Figure 3 ). The 152 crystallographic water The unfolded state of T4 lysozyme was modeled variously molecules were included in all calculations. Counterions were with a capped di-, tetra-and hexapeptide in an extended added to neutralize unpaired charged side chains; the overall conformation in a periodic box of water. The neighboring charge on the system was zero. A 17 Å sphere of water was residues in the native sequence, Val-Asn-X-Ala-Lys, were placed centered on the β atom of residue 133. This cap used in the peptides. The peptide backbone was restrained to consisted of about 190 waters and included within its radius a non-specific extended state using the flat-bottom restraints 55 crystal waters and the amino acids which make up the described above (Eqn 4). φ was restrained to be in the range hydrophobic cavity which residue 133 faces. 0 to -180°using r 1 ϭ 170°, r 2 ϭ 185°, r 3 ϭ 355°and r 4 ϭ All atoms were allowed to move during the perturbation, 370°and k 2 and k 3 equal to 50 kcal/mol/rad 2 while ψ was but two different constraint sets (10 kcal/mol. Å 2 ) were placed restrained to be positive, 0 to ϩ180°, using r 1 ϭ -10°, r 2 ϭ on the backbone mainchain atoms (N,C α ,C). One constraint 5°, r 3 ϭ 175°and r 4 ϭ 190°and k 2 and k 3 equal to 50 kcal/mol/rad 2 . Restraints were not applied to the non-perturbed set left the residues in helix H adjacent to residue 133 above (Table II) , which was applied throughout the data collection portion of the simulation.
Results

Precision and accuracy of calculations Convergence
The convergence of the mutations Dme→Prp, Mse→Nvl and Nvl→Ala are shown in Figure 4 . All the amino acid calculations were conducted with the χ 1 ϭ gϩ rotamer since this is typically a preferred rotamer in α-helices in protein structures (McGregor, 1987) . The Dme→Prp mutation provides the simplest test case; the Dme→Prp calculation in vacuo is actually converged within several ps ( Figure 4a ). This is not surprising considering that the ether oxygen of Dme has no non-bonded (Ͼ1-4) interactions with the rest of the molecule. In solution, the Dme→Prp perturbation requires 200 ps for convergence ( Figure 4b ). The increase in required simulation consistent with previous studies of convergence for small molecule calculations (Mitchell and McCammon, 1991; Pearlman and Kollman, 1991; Pearlman, 1994b) . in ∆G is small ( Figure 4c ). χ 1 is restrained to the gϩ rotamer, 106, 111, 114 and the backbone remains in the C 7 eq (φ,ψ near -80°, 70°) [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] conformation, so this convergence time does not necessarily [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] reflect extensive torsional sampling. In solution, the perturba- [146] [147] tion is similar to Dme→Prp, but the results do not converge greater variability for these calculations; both the C 7 eq and P II b Allows residues on either side of 133 in α-helix H to move. c Allows residues surrounding hydrophobic cavity to move.
backbone conformations are explored. In the folded protein, the Mse→Nvl mutation converges more quickly than in the peptide in solution ( Figure 4e ). Although proteins can present complex environments in which to sufficiently sample conformational space, in some instances relevant torsional space unconstrained (α-constraints, Table II) , while the other also left the residues lining the hydrophobic cavity unconstrained may be reduced due to the rigid structure of a protein (Mark et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1995) . In the case of site 133 in T4 (cavity-constraints, Table II ). These constraint sets were used to examine the effect of movement of the backbone atoms lysozyme, the residue is in an α-helix, and sampling about φ and ψ is limited compared with solution; the standard deviation surrounding the hydrophobic cavity into which the side chain of residue 133 protrudes. Both constraint sets were used for for φ and ψ in solution is in the range 15-30°, while for the protein simulations, the values are typically near 10°. Since the Nvl→Ala mutation, while only the α-constraints were used for the Mse→Nvl calculation since this mutation involves little χ 1 and χ 2 are restrained to the gϩ and t rotamers, respectively, this convergence time essentially reflects sampling of torsions change in side chain volume. The 'belly' option in AMBER, which allows specified residues to be held immobile, was not within defined energy wells. The mutation of Nvl to Ala in vacuo surprisingly required used during the perturbations because of widely inconsistent results when used in conjunction with the bond-PMF correction.
about 200 ps for convergence, although the absolute change in ∆G is only~0.5 kcal/mol ( Figure 4f ). The need for more The system was first minimized with 50 kcal/mol. Å 2 ) positional constraints on all the heavy atoms of all the amino sampling is likely due to poor coupling between changes in the vdW parameters of the non-polar atoms and the dynamics acid residues, except residue 133, then with 10 kcal/mol. Å 2 constraints on the same atoms. This was followed by of the rest of the structure. The perturbation in solution requires the most time for convergence,~400 ps, and displays the minimization without constraints, but using the belly option in AMBER to hold the non-cavity residues immobile. This greatest variability (Figure 4g ). This sampling time is required due to the significant rearrangement of water that occurs upon approach was utilized to allow the residues surrounding site 133 to adapt to either the Nvl or Mse side chain from the changes in the size of a solute (Mitchell and McCammon, 1991; Pearlman and Kollman, 1991; Pearlman, 1994b) . As native Leu crystal structure. The system was equilibrated at 300 K for 50 ps with the belly option. The belly option seen with the Mse→Nvl mutation, the Nvl→Ala mutation in the protein shows shorter convergence time and a smaller was then turned off, and positional constraints, using the equilibrated belly structure as a reference, were applied using range of ∆G's than in solution (Figure 4h ). The results found here for the protein simulations may not either the α-constraint or the cavity-constraint set discussed be applicable to mutations which involve greater structural protein structure in response to mutation at site 133 has allowed us to design a model for which we can sample to converged rearrangement of the protein, larger perturbations of the side chain, or mutations at the protein surface. In other words, the results. As noted by Mark et al. (1994) , however, the benefit of using a fairly rigid model may be at the cost of ignoring experimental evidence which shows only small changes in the hysteresis is again about 0.2 kcal/mol (Figure 5b ). The structural changes are fairly reversible and are presented later.
Our results for tests of convergence and for hysteresis indicate that the models employed in our simulations for the folded and unfolded states give reproducible results which have sufficiently sampled local conformational space. The range of converged free energies of about 0.2 kcal/mol for the Dme→Prp, Nvl→Ala and Mse→Nvl mutations both in solution and in the protein and the hysteresis of 0.2 kcal/mol for Nvl→Ala→Nvl in solution and the protein suggest that, in general, the precision of our results is also~0.2 kcal/mol. Dme→Prp solvation free energy The Dme→Prp mutation was conducted to test the accuracy of the parameters used for the ether moiety. The solvation free energy for Prp versus Dme is 3.89 kcal/mol as measured experimentally (Hine and Mookerjee, 1975) . The calculated result, 3.90 kcal/mol, is in excellent agreement, thus supporting the use of 6-31G* basis set derived charges and vdW parameters derived from liquid simulations. We also employed modified vdW parameters for the hydrogens in Dme; these hydrogens have r* reduced by 0.1 Å. Simulations with the standard vdW parameters on these hydrogens produced solvation free energies about 0.3 kcal/mol less favorable for Dme, providing support for the practice of reducing r* on non-polar hydrogens adjacent to electronegative atoms (Gough et al. 1992; Veenstra et al., 1992) .
Unfolded state calculations Nvl→Ala in solution
The free energy changes for Nvl→Ala in the three peptide models, Ace-X-Nme (dipeptide), Ace-Asn-X-Ala-Nme (tetrapeptide), and Ace-Val-Asn-X-Ala-Lys-Nme (hexapeptide) in solution and in vacuo are shown in Table III . The results are similar for the solution calculations regardless of the peptide model used. The largest discrepancy is for the hexapeptide in the t rotamer and the other two peptides, -3.11 low-frequency motions and the accompanying entropy contrikcal/mol versus -2.25 and -2.36 kcal/mol. It is likely that this butions.
difference is due to the fact that the hexapeptide adopts a Hysteresis different backbone conformation; φ and ψ for the mutated residue are in the C 7 eq conformation (φ,ψ near -80°,ϩ70°) A more definitive test of the reliability of free energy calculations is to run the calculation in both perturbation directions (Table IV) , which results in a 1,7 intra-backbone hydrogen bond. The C 7 eq conformation is unfavorable for the χ 1 ϭ t to determine the hysteresis (Mark et al., 1994) . Hysteresis can result from Hamiltonian lag, insufficient sampling or structural rotamer because of repulsion from the backbone carbonyl. The di-and tetrapeptides, in contrast, sample both the C 7 eq hysteresis (Pearlman and Kollman, 1989) ; the latter probably presents the greatest difficulty in protein simulations (Dang conformer and the C 5 conformer (φ,ψ near -160°,ϩ170°). The relative conformational free energies for the average of et Shi et al., 1993) . Contemporary force fields and simulation protocols result in a protein structure which tends the three peptide models are shown in Figure 6a ; the three rotamers are quite close in stability. This is not surprising to drift from the X-ray crystal structure as the simulation progresses. When testing for hysteresis, it is often difficult to considering the Nvl side chain is not branched and is nonpolar; interactions with the backbone would be expected to be simulate the return to the starting state structure, especially if it involves specific interactions such as hydrogen bonding.
minimal. The slightly higher free energy of the g-rotamer is probably due to the steric repulsion of the backbone carbonyl Constraints are often used to retain the native structure, but this sometimes sacrifices proper sampling of the mutant state.
which occurs both in the C 7 eq and C 5 backbone conformation. Hermans et al. (1992) determined the conformational free We chose to test hysteresis with the Nvl→Ala→Nvl perturbation for the gϩ rotamer in the dipeptide and in the protein energies for the t and g-rotamers of α-amino-n-butyric acid (ethyl side chain) in the extended conformation relative to the because this mutation should present the greatest challenge due to the change in side chain volume. The perturbation was gϩ rotamer to be 0.36 and 0.86 kcal/mol, in relatively good agreement with our results of 0.09 and 0.54 kcal/mol. The conducted for 300 ps in each direction for the dipeptide. The results are shown in Figure 5a ; the overall hysteresis is average partition function for χ 1 is 2.34 (Eqn 5), and the average free energy cost to restrain χ 1 to the gϩ rotamer is about 0.2 kcal/mol. The calculations in the folded state were conducted for 400 ps. The cavity-constraints set was used, 0.51 kcal/mol (Eqn 6). The overall ∆G, that is, the free energy change corrected for the presence of all the rotamers, is thus which allows for greater protein movement, and is thus a more stringent test case for hysteresis than the α-constraint set. The slightly less negative than the values calculated for any one Ace-Asn-X-Ala-Nme C 7 eq (P II ) C 7 eq (P II ) C 7 eq (P II ) Ace-Val-Asn-X-Ala-Lys-Nme P II P II P II
Mse→Nvl solution
Ace-X-Nme C 7 eq (P II ) C 7 eq (C 5 ) P II Ace-Asn-X-Ala-Nme C 7 eq (P II ) C 7 eq (P II ) P II Ace-Val-Asn-X-Ala-Lys-Nme C 7 eq (C 5 ) P II C 7 eq in vacuo Ace-X-Nme C 7 eq C 5 C 7 eq Ace-Asn-X-Ala-Nme C 7 eq P II P II Ace-Val-Asn-X-Ala-Lys-Nme P II C 7 eq C 5 a C 7 eq near (φ,ψ) ϭ (-80°,70°); C 5 near (φ,ψ) ϭ (-160°,170°); P II near (φ,ψ) ϭ (-80°,150°). A slash (/) indicates both conformations sampled and parentheses indicate conformation sampled briefly.
rotamer since the free energy for restraining χ 1 must be added Nvl → Ala in vacuo The free energy changes in vacuo show a greater dependence on the peptide model employed. The di-and tetrapeptide are conformation, φ and ψ are in the P II conformation (φ,ψ near -80°, ϩ150°) (Table IV) . This leads to stabilization of the t similar, but for the hexapeptide, the t and g-rotamer results are Ͼ1 kcal/mol more positive. The positively charged lysine and g-rotamers of Nvl since the backbone carbonyl oxygen of Nvl is pulled toward the Lys side chain and no longer side chain bends back on the peptide to co-ordinate with the backbone carbonyls, leading to changes in the backbone 'bumping into' Cγ of Nvl. The calculated difference in solvation free energy between hydrogen bonding pattern. Instead of φ,ψ angles in the C 7 eq Nvl and Ala is -1.82 kcal/mol. The analogous difference
Mse→Nvl in vacuo between propane and methane has been calculated to be -0.4
The in vacuo calculations show much greater variability (Table kcal/mol (Sun et al., 1992) , while the experimental value is III). The difference between the di-and tetrapeptides is caused 0.0 kcal/mol (Ben-Naim and Marcus, 1984). As discussed by by the Asn side chain in the tetrapeptide, which hydrogen Sun et al. (1992) , however, the correlation between the bonds with its own backbone carbonyl, forcing the backbone solvation free energy of isolated small molecules and peptide of Mse into the C 7 eq conformation and causing repulsion side chains is not straightforward due to screening of the between Oγ of Mse and its carbonyl oxygens. In the hexapepbackbone from water by the side chain. Bai et al. (1993 Bai et al. ( , 1994 tide, the Lys side chain coordinates with the backbone carbonyl have found experimental evidence of this in exchange rates of Mse/Nvl in the gϩ and g-rotamers. The relative free for amide protons. Although these studies indicate that side energy of the g-rotamer for the Mse side chain is thus chains with β-branching have the largest effect on the solvation significantly lowered because of reduced repulsion with the of the backbone, Leu was also found to have a significant carbonyl. Interestingly, in the t rotamer, the Lys side chain blocking effect. The equal helix forming propensity of Nvl coordinates with the Mse side chain, leading to stabilization and Ala found by Lyu et al. (1991) is probably a result of the of this rotamer by 2.94 kcal/mol compared with the gϩ side chain blocking effect of Nvl, which would favor helix rotamer. ∆G rst for the hexapeptide is thus fairly large, 3.03 formation, being offset by the loss of conformational freedom kcal/mol. When ∆G overall is calculated, however, the three of the side chain in the α-helix. Sun et al. (1992) found the peptides give somewhat more consistent results, ranging from relative solvation free energy of Val and Ala to be -1.1 0.64 kcal/mol for the hexapeptide to 2.18 kcal/mol for the kcal/mol, compared with -1.82 kcal/mol for Nvl and Ala in tetrapeptide, with an average of 1.31 kcal/mol (Table III) . our study. It is puzzling that the solvation free energy for Nvl
The solvation free energy, ∆∆G unf-vac , for Mse versus Nvl, is greater than for Val if β-branching causes greater blocking using the averages over all the peptides, is 1.31 kcal/mol of peptide groups. However, in the study by Sun et al., the (Table III) . This value is significantly smaller than the calcudipeptide was constrained to the C 5 backbone conformation, lated solvation free energy for Dme versus Prp (3.90 which places the carbonyl and amide hydrogen of the perturbed kcal/mol). Obviously, there is greater error introduced in the residue in a weak, bent intra-molecular hydrogen bond. In peptide calculations due to the variability of the sampling, contrast, in our work the peptides sampled the C 7 eq conformamainly in the in vacuo calculations. However, as with the tion the majority of the time, which places the carbonyl and Nvl→Ala calculations, the presence of the peptide backbone amide hydrogen in solvent exposed positions and closer to the affects the solvation properties of the side chain and viceside chain. A larger solvation free energy for Nvl is thus versa (Sun et al., 1992; Bai et al., 1994 ; Bai and Englander, not surprising, and emphasizes the importance of sampling 1995). The radial distribution functions (RDF) for water backbone conformations in peptide free energy calculations hydrogens around the ether oxygen of Mse in the dipeptide (Yun and Hermans, 1991; Hermans et al., 1991 Hermans et al., , 1992 (gϩ, C 7 eq conformation) and of Dme is shown in Figure 8 . et al., 1995) . These results, in conjunction with those of Sun While the RDF is a qualitative measurement and does not et al. (1992) and Bai et al. (1993 Bai et al. ( ,1994 suggest that the use necessarily reflect solvation free energies directly (Chipot of small molecules to model side chain solvation properties et al., 1994), it can be seen that the ether oxygen of Dme has (Wolfenden, 1981) should be treated as a first approximation. a greater occupancy of water hydrogens than the ether oxygen Mse→Nvl in solution of Mse, which interacts with the backbone amide hydrogen The results for the mutation Mse→Nvl are shown in Table III , (Figure 7 ). This interaction is lost in both the solution and gas and are similar for the di-, tetra-and heptapeptides. The change phase perturbations, resulting in a smaller relative solvation in free energy is least favorable in the gϩ rotamer and most free energy for Mse and Nvl compared with Dme and Prp. favorable in the t rotamer. The C 7 eq backbone conformation Unfolded state models during the perturbation (Table IV) places the side chain ether Shi et al. (1993) suggest that using peptides in an extended oxygen within hydrogen bonding distance of the backbone in conformation is an inadequate model for the denatured state. the gϩ rotamer (Figure 7) , near the backbone carbonyl in the There are several issues implicit in this statement. One is the t rotamer, and bridging the backbone HN and O at g-. The appropriateness of assuming the denatured state is completely observed free energy changes thus appear to be driven by unfolded and exposed to solvent. The structure of the unfolded interactions of the side chain oxygen with the backbone amide state of proteins is, in general, uncertain. However, there is no groups. The average relative free energies of the χ 1 rotamers particular evidence in the case of T4 lysozyme to suggest are shown in Figure 6b . Since the gϩ rotamer is essentially otherwise. We thus feel that using a solvent exposed model in the only accessible rotamer, the partition function for the χ 1 no way inherently negates the validity of the results. A more dihedral is near unity, and the cost to restrain χ 1 to the gϩ rotamer is small, 0.09 kcal/mol. immediate issue is the precision of using an extended peptide VI, the distances between Cβ of residue 133 and surrounding (Table II) .
residues in the two crystal structures are fairly similar; the d Free energy gained by allowing the backbone to adjust to mutation.
r.m.s.d. for this set of atoms is~0.2 Å. Thus, the similarity in r.m.s.d.s compared with L133 and with A133 are not unexpecas a model for a solvent exposed unfolded state. Our calculated, and the Nvl and Ala simulation structures do most closely tions show that these models give consistent results for match the L133 and A133 structures, respectively. The φ, ψ simulations in solution. Increasing the length of the peptide and χ 1 torsions for Nvl are similar to the those found in the changes the overall results little, even with the side chains Leu crystal structure, -58°, -41°and -80°compared with Asn and Lys, which are quite capable of intra-molecular -65, -30 and -80° (Table VIII) . The χ 2 side chain dihedral is interactions as seen in the gas phase simulations. The variability able to adjust from 161°in the crystal structure to a more of the gas phase results does not limit the calculation of protein ideal 177°in the simulation since there is only one δ-carbon stability, but complicates the calculation of solvation free on the side chain. Upon mutation to Ala, ψ decreases from energies and thus analysis of the protein stability results. More -41°to -35°while φ remains essentially unchanged. The Ala extensive sampling protocols using driving potentials and crystal structure shows somewhat similar, but larger changes conformational restraints would be easily applicable in the from the Leu crystal structure, with φ,ψ angles of -70 and gas phase and improve the accuracy and precision of the -19° (Table VIII) . calculations. Hermans et al. (1992) have shown that these protocols are useful for mutations involving residues such as Nvl→Ala, cavity constraints valine that affect backbone flexibility.
The simulation of Nvl→Ala with the cavity-constraints gives In summary, the free energy changes appear to be determined an overall ∆G of 1.50 kcal/mol (Table V) . This is 0.42 mainly by interactions with the backbone of the mutated kcal/mol less than the simulation with tighter constraints, residue itself. It is thus important to include enough flexibility and suggests the protein has adjusted to the mutation more in the peptide structure to allow the backbone to adjust in successfully. Indeed, the four measured distances which are response to positioning of the side chain. If these dynamics shorter in the A133 versus the L133 crystal structure also are modeled properly, the most important interactions, those decrease in the simulation (Table VI) . The largest difference with the peptide backbone and with water, are accounted for between the crystal structures is the 133 Cβ-114 Cα distance, in models as short as a dipeptide. Indeed, in calculations of which is 1.09 Å shorter in the Ala crystal structure. This protein stability for barnase, using a partially unfolded state distance decreases by 0.65 Å in the cavity-constraint simulain solution gives essentially the same results as an extended tion, compared with only 0.20 Å in the α-constraint set tetrapeptide in solution (Y.-C.Sun, V.Daggett, and P.A.Kollman, simulation. Analogous behavior is seen for the 133 Cβ-117 (1997) in preparation).
Cα distance. Residues 136 and 138, at the junction between Folded state calculations helices H and J of the four-helix bundle, show similar movement. A comparison of the Nvl→Ala simulation structures is Nvl→Ala, α-constraints shown in Figure 9 . The largest differences are near the surface The free energy change for Nvl→Ala calculated over all χ 1 of the protein, near residues 132-140. The α-carbon of residue rotamers is 1.92 kcal/mol using the α-constraint set (Table V) .
133 has shifted in toward the cavity, and Trp138 has moved This restraint set allows little adjustment of the surrounding backbone in response to the mutation. As can be seen in Table  closer to Cβ of 133 to improve packing. The magnitude of a In angstroms. The inter-residue distances between residue 133 and surrounding residues change little using the α-constraints (Table II) . However, with the cavity-constraints (Table II) , the inter-residue distances decrease on the same order of magnitude as seen in the difference between the Leu and Ala X-ray structures.
by this constraint set. The Nvl simulation structure has a structure φ and ψ have changed to -70°, -19° (Table VIII) . However, upon mutation to Ala, the r.m.s.d. increases by a In angstroms. Calculated for all non-hydrogen atoms of the cavity-~0 .3 Å compared with the L133 crystal structure, but by only constraint set shown in Table II . Determined from 20 ps data collection runs~0
.1 Å compared with the A133 crystal structure (Table VII) .
at beginning and end of perturbation. b Simulation with α-constraints (Table II) .
In conclusion, the A133 simulation structure reproduces many c Simulation with cavity-constraints (Table II) .
of the changes seen in the crystal structure. The largest discrepancies are seen in the more flexible surface residues. these movements is consistent with those seen in the various Ala→Nvl, cavity constraints mutations in the C-terminal domain of T4 lysozyme, and is
The perturbation in the opposite direction, Ala→Nvl, was also suggestive of a backbone that has sufficient flexibility in conducted and gave a free energy change similar to the certain regions to accommodate amino acid substitutions Nvl→Ala direction (1.27 kcal/mol versus 1.47 kcal/mol, Figure  ( Baldwin and Matthews, 1994; Matthews, 5b) . The distances discussed above were also determined for 1995; Zhang et al., 1995) .
the Nvl endpoint. All of the distances reverse their trend from The Nvl simulation structure is shown with the L133 crystal the Nvl→Ala simulation and return to near their values before structure in Figure 10 . There are noticeable changes in the the perturbation cycle was begun (Table VI) . When residue backbone of helices H and I (126-134, 137-141) . The removal 133 is mutated back to Nvl, the r.m.s.d. decreases compared of one of the Cδ atoms of Leu results in a shift in the side with the L133 crystal structure, although it does not return to chain and movement of the adjacent backbone. Nearby side its original value, and the r.m.s.d. compared with the A133 chains, however, show only slight changes in position. The structure is actually smaller (Table VII) . This decrease is φ,ψ angles of Nvl-62°, -35°, are similar to the L133 crystal encouraging, though, considering that the total length of the structure values of -65°, -30° (Table VIII) . The r.m.s.d. values perturbation cycle is over 1 ns. The φ backbone dihedral is for the cavity-constraint simulations are higher than in the α-constraint simulations, reflecting the greater movement allowed not much changed from the Ala simulation structure as well as the equilibrated Nvl structure, while ψ has increased from protein. The mutation Nvl→Ala causes less of a volume -35°to -52° (Table VIII) . change (~60 Å 3 ) than the Leu→Ala substitution (~90 Å 3 ), resulting in less repacking. Our estimate of 0.42 kcal/mol is Protein repacking therefore quite consistent with the estimate from experiment, It can be seen when comparing both the structural and and represents the magnitude of stabilization that can be thermodynamic results of the simulations with the two congained by allowing increased backbone movement. While the straint sets that use of the less rigid model allows for adjustment simulations do not reproduce precisely the structural changes of the protein to the mutation, stabilizing the protein by~0.4 seen in the Ala crystal structure (Figure 11 ), the types of kcal/mol (Table V) . The change in free energy may be due in changes and their magnitudes are similar. Since the α-constraint part to both the protein adopting a lower energy conformation set does not constrain residues 131-135 and does allow some and an increase in entropy from greater conformational freemotion of the backbone for other residues, the value of 0.42 dom. Eriksson et al. (1992) estimated that the cost of creating kcal/mol may be conservative. a cavity in the interior of a protein is~24 cal/mol.Å 3 . The Clearly, the results from free energy calculations are sensitive decrease in cavity volume in the X-ray structure of the L133A to constraints placed on the structure. However, until improved mutant due to repacking of the protein was 31 Å 3 , which corresponds to 0.74 kcal/mol gained from adjustment of the force fields are developed, these restraints are needed to prevent the structure from drifting too far from the crystal structure. protrudes into the cavity near the t rotamer. The calculated This is in contrast to the desire for increased conformational relative free energies of the χ 1 rotamers are similar to those sampling and the simulation of structural changes seen upon calculated for the Leu188 mutant of viral protein 1 of HRV14 mutation. The constraints, cut-offs and frozen regions of in the liganded conformation (Wade and McCammon, 1992 ) protein structure must thus be carefully chosen, hopefully in and are consistent with the prevalence of the gϩ, t and gconjunction with experimental data. In contrast to the view rotamers of χ 1 for Leu found in α-helices in X-ray crystal that a longer simulation time for the folded state of a protein structures (McGregor et al., 1987) . will lead to more converged results , the regions Mse→Nvl of conformational space sampled can sometimes become The free energy change in the folded state for the perturbation irrelevant, resulting in structural and thermodynamic hysteresis.
from Mse to Nvl is 0.03 kcal/mol (Table V) . This small free The use of periodic water boxes, the inclusion of long range energy change is not surprising considering the non-polar electrostatics and improved force fields should lead to a nature of the cavity and similar topology of the two side decreased need for positional constraints in protein simulations chains. The structure shows only small adjustments. The (Fox and Kollman, 1996) . distances between the Oγ of Mse in the simulation structure χ 1 rotamers and nearby atoms are similar to the distances for Cγ in the The relative free energies of the χ 1 rotamers of Nvl for the L133 crystal structure (Table IX) . The φ,ψ angles for Mse are cavity-constraint simulations are shown in Figure 12a . Not also similar to the L133 X-ray values, and are relatively surprisingly, the g-rotamer is highly disfavored. Residue 133 unchanged for the Nvl endpoint (Table VIII) . The r.m.s.d.s for is near the C-terminal end of an α-helix, and thus its side the Mse structure are similar to those for the Nvl structure chain in the g-rotamer will encounter steric repulsion from with α-constraints (Table VII) . Upon mutation to Nvl, the the previous turn in the helix (Figure 13 ). The average distance values increase, but to a lesser extent than in the Nvl→Ala between 133 Cγ and 129 O is 3.40 Å in the equilibrated Nvl perturbation. structure (Table IX) . The steric clash causes φ to increase to χ 1 rotamers -70°and ψ to decrease to -19°, allowing the α-helix to 'open-
The g-and t rotamers of Mse are more disfavored than those up' (Table VIII) . These changes in backbone dihedrals are of Nvl (Figure 12 ). In the t rotamer, the backbone carbonyl similar to those seen in simulations of t-butyl side chain groups oxygen of residue 133 and Trp 138 are near Oγ, and there are which cause disruption of α-helices (Cornish et al., 1994) .
no hydrogen bond donors in the vicinity (Table IX) . The gThe t rotamer is also less favored than the gϩ rotamer; this rotamer places 133 Oγ within hydrogen bonding distance of is most likely caused by steric clash with both the backbone carbonyl of residue 133 and the side chain of Trp 138, which 133 HN, but also near the carbonyl oxygens of both residue have been included in our model. In the following analysis, we discuss the contributing factors to the changes in stability which can be derived from the simulations and compare them with experimental data. acids since there is no similar mutation amongst the natural amino acids. The transfer free energy difference from octanol 129 (~3.1 Å) and 130 (3.85 Å); χ 1 adopts an average angle to water between the N-acetyl amino acid amides of Ala and of 39°to minimize this repulsion (Table VIII) . The gϩ rotamer Leu is -1.90 kcal/mol (Fauchere and Pliska, 1983) . The Ala is most favored because, as seen in Figure 14 , Oγ can interact to Leu mutation results in a greater change in side chain with both 133 HN and the hydroxyl hydrogen of Ser117, volume, but the calculated ∆∆G unf-vac value for Nvl→Ala although the angles are not ideal.
includes losses due to packing changes and would be expected to be larger than the octanol to water transfer value. In any Calculated stability changes case, our results suggest that a significant portion of the The final calculated stability changes are given in Table X. destabilization for the Nvl→Ala mutation arises from stabilizaThe values are reported relative to unfolding; a negative value tion of the unfolded state. indicates the protein is more amenable to unfolding, i.e. is less The free energy change in the protein can be determined in stable. There is no direct experimental data for the difference an analogous manner. ∆∆G fold-vac is 1.66 kcal/mol, and reflects in stability between the Nvl and Ala mutants. However, the the loss of packing interactions in the protein interior. This value of -3.6 kcal/mol measured by Eriksson et al. (1992) for compares with 2.30 kcal/mol as calculated empirically using the L133A mutation and that of~2.2 kcal/mol measured by surface areas (Nicholls et al., 1991; Mendel et al., 1992) . Mendel et al. (1992) for the Nvl→ethyl side chain mutation Eriksson et al. (1992) estimated that of the -3.6 kcal/mol can serve as an upper and lower bound, respectively, for the difference in stability of the L133A mutant, approximately degree of destabilization which the Nvl→Ala mutation could -1.6 kcal/mol could be attributed to the loss of packing cause. The calculated value of -3.48 kcal/mol is thus within interactions in the native state, although this number would range of the estimated experimental value. The experimental have been greater if repacking had not occurred. As discussed difference in stability between the Mse and Nvl mutants is previously, the cavity-constraint set used in the simulation 1.56 kcal/mol as determined via comparison with the native allows for some repacking, which stabilizes the protein by Leu. The calculated ∆∆G of 1.84 kcal/mol agrees quite well about 0.4 kcal/mol (Table V) . The calculated results thus with this value. The agreement between the experimental appear to be in agreement with both empirical and experimental and calculated free energies, while encouraging, does not estimates of stability changes which occur upon loss of packing necessarily insure that the results have been obtained by in the protein interior, and suggest that this contribution is of properly modeling the physical processes involved in protein the same order of magnitude as the contribution from the stability. However, obtaining results which agree with experihydrophobic effect. It should be noted that these results do ment for two mutations which present different physical perturbations to the protein suggests that the key interactions not suggest that vdW interactions contribute to protein stability Mendel et al., 1992) .
equally as much as the hydrophobic effect, but that the q unr , are known (Table XI) . For Nvl, there are 2.34 equally accessible rotameric states in the unfolded state and essentially formation of cavities in proteins is highly unfavorable (Dill, 1990; Lazaridis et al., 1995) .
only one in the folded state, leading to a free energy gain of -0.48 kcal/mol upon unfolding. This value is slightly larger Finally, the free energy gained when a dihedral is 'moved' from the constricted interior of the protein to the unfolded than the estimate of -0.22 kcal/mol using the method of Mendel et al. (1992) because the χ 1 rotamers in the unfolded state can be calculated for χ 1 since the partition functions, Nicholls et al. (1991) that the cost of restraining simulations were started with χ 1 and χ 2 in the preferred gϩ,t side chain dihedrals in folded structures is 0.45 kcal/mol conformation. The result for the Nvl→Ala mutation, -3.36 per dihedral. Creamer and Rose (1994) , using Monte Carlo kcal/mol, is essentially the same as when sampling of all the χ 1 simulations to explore accessible conformations of side chains, rotamers was accounted for (-3.48 kcal/mol). In the dipeptide calculated the loss of conformational free energy for Nvl upon perturbation, the side chain stays in the gϩ,t conformation for forming an α-helix to be 0.23 kcal/mol for the entire side the first 100 ps, then χ 2 begins to extensively sample all three chain, i.e. both χ 1 and χ 2 . Hermans et al. (1992) calculated rotamers as the non-bond parameters for Nvl decrease (Figure that about 0.25 kcal/mol was lost for α-amino n-butyric acid, 15a). χ 1 remains in the gϩ rotamer throughout the calculation. which is similar to Nvl but lacking the δ-carbon, upon going
In the protein, a similar trend is seen, except that both side from a β-sheet to an α-helix conformation. Our value of 0.48 chain dihedrals begin sampling other rotamers after about kcal/mol for χ 1 of Nvl is probably larger since there is likely 100 ps (Figure 15b ). Thus, only the preferred rotamers are more restriction of the side chain in the protein than in an sampled while the system is near the Nvl state. isolated α-helix.
The results for the unrestrained Mse→Nvl perturbation are Mse→Nvl also very close to the values obtained with forced sampling The calculated solvation free energy, ∆∆G unf-vac , of Nvl versus of χ 1 , 1.75 versus 1.84 kcal/mol. In the dipeptide run, χ 2 Mse is 1.31 kcal/mol. As discussed earlier, this value is less almost immediately changes conformation to the gϩ rotamer, than the experimental difference in solvation free energy returning to the t rotamer for over 200 ps, and sampling both between Dme and Prp, 3.89 kcal/mol, and is likely due to rotamers for the remainder of the simulation (Figure 15c ). hydrogen bonding of the ether oxygen with the peptide This sampling, however, likely has little effect on the free backbone. Mendel et al. (1992) measured the transfer free energy since the δ-carbon is a relatively unperturbed atom in energy between octanol and water for Nvl versus Mse to be the Mse→Nvl mutation. χ 1 does not leave the gϩ rotamer. In 1.8 kcal/mol. Since the packing changes are relatively minor the protein, χ 1 and χ 2 remain in the gϩ,t conformation for for this mutation, the fair agreement between the gas phase to over 300 ps (Figure 15d ). Near the end of the simulation, water and the octanol to water transfer free energies is however, χ 2 flips to the gϩ rotamer, followed by χ 1 switching reasonable.
briefly to t 10 ps later. These conformational changes are The change in free energy in the folded state versus gas consistent with the Nvl side chain in the protein, where the t phase, ∆∆G fold-vac ϭ -0.53 kcal/mol., indicates that Nvl is rotamer is more accessible for Nvl than for Mse. slightly more stable than Mse in the protein interior. Since
The simulations with and without thorough sampling of the these side chains are isosteric, the greater stability of Nvl is χ 1 rotamers give essentially the same results. Wade and not likely caused by improved packing. Instead, the difference McCammon (1992) also found that inclusion of all rotamers in stability is probably due to the lack of good hydrogen changed the final results by less than 0.5 kcal/mol. Extensive bonding partners for Mse. Our data thus support the assumption sampling of side chain rotamers thus may not be necessary if of Mendel et al. (1992) that the difference in stability between the simulation is conducted in the favored rotamer and there Mse and Nvl is due largely to changes in stability of the are no significant structural changes associated with the mutaunfolded state, and conversely, the data of Mendel et al. tion. The success of side chain packing algorithms in eliminatsupport our use of a short peptide in the extended, solvent ing high energy rotamers suggests that a combination of exposed conformation as a model of the denatured state.
calculation methodologies may enable both appropriate samIn contrast to the Nvl side chain, there is little cost for pling and high quality energetic calculations (Tuffery et al., restricting χ 1 of Mse in the protein interior since Mse in the 1993; Roitberg and Elber, 1994) . unfolded state has, on average, only~1.2 equally accessible Free energy decomposition χ 1 rotamers. The free energy gained upon unfolding is only -0.09 kcal/mol (Table XI) . This is a surprising but logical
The appropriateness of decomposing free energy changes into contributions from components of the Hamiltonian, i.e. vdW result; the Mse side chain is clearly unique. Serine, which also has an Oγ, does not show a similar, highly restricted distribution and electrostatics, or from various groups of atoms, has been debated recently in the literature (Boresch et al., 1994 ; Mark because it is able to form hydrogen bonds between its hydroxyl hydrogen and carbonyl oxygens of the backbone (McGregor and van Gunsteren, 1994; Smith and van Gunsteren, 1994) . The technique has been criticized since the relative contributions to et al., 1987) . Mse has the conformational restrictions typically Table XIII . Contributions to ∆∆G for the χ 1 ϭ gϩ rotamer (kcal/mol) a the simulation conditions (Boresch and Karplus, 1995; Sun et al., 1996) . Since we have studied both an electrostatic perturbation with almost no vdW in water, while the electrostatic contribution is fairly small. The intra-residue terms and the bond-PMF correction are negligible. This in contrast to results of Prevost et al. (1991) from the folded state rather than in solution (-1.48 versus 0.03 kcal/mol). A favorable change in the electrostatic component and Shi et al. (1993) , who found that intra-residue terms, i.e. bond, angle and dihedral terms, make a significant contribution in the protein is reasonable considering the non-polar nature of the environment surrounding site 133. This is largely offset, to changes in stability (Sun et al., 1996) .
The difference in stability of Mse and Nvl is due mainly to though, by an increase in the vdW component (1.15 kcal/mol). In solution, the change in free energy is due almost entirely electrostatic contributions. However, these contributions arise
